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Fig. 3. Fe,,,,,P. Relative change of the a- and c-axes with temperature. I 
The magnetization curves indicate a first order transition. In 

the magnetometer the sample was attached by silver paint to a 
copper rod, the temperature of which was controlled by a small 
heater. In order to check that the first order transition was not 
caused by any stress introduced by the silver paint, the sample 
was remounted by means of Nonaq stopcock grease, which is 
known to  make a flexible joint at the temperatures of interest. 
Due to  bad thermal contact the accuracy in temperature control 
was less, but still the same kind of discontinuous transition was 
observed. Several crystals were investigated, all of which showed 
the same characteristic behaviour as described above. 

When the magnetic field was applied perpendicular to the 
c-axis, the magnetization curve showed an edgelike maximum 
coinciding in temperature with the abrupt change of magnetiz- 
ation in the earlier experiment. The same type of hysteresis was 
still observed, thus indicating a first order transition. Due to 
high anisotropy energy the absolute value of the magnetization 
at T, was lower in the perpendicular case than in the parallel 
orientation. 

As will be shown later the Curie temperature changes with 
the composition of Fe,-,P. The transition region of one degree 
shown by the powder sample (Fig. 1) is then explained by small 
differences in composition among the crystallites. The transition 
recorded for single crystallites were “infinitely” sharp, however, 
thus indicating and induced change of the magnetic state (Fig. 

The temperature dependence of the lattice parameters was 
determined by the X-ray diffraction method described above. 
Single crystals of the same dimensions (- 5 pg) as in the magnet- 
ization studies were used. Oscillation diagrams were taken of the 
(160), (610) and (004) reflexions using CuKa radiation. The 
temperature change of the a and c parameters is shown in Fig. 3. 
At 21 5 K there is a discontinuous change in both lattice para- 
meters. When the temperature increases there is a decrease in 
the a-axis of 0.06% and an increase in the c-axis of 0.08%, result- 
ing in an overall decrease in volume of about 0.04%. The X-ray 
reflexions were always very sharp, even in the vicinity of the 
transition. Due to  temperature instabilities of about f 0.3 
degrees during an exposure, occasionally two distinct and clearly 
separable reflexions were seen on films taken close to  the phase 
transition. The abrupt change in magnetization (Fig. 2 )  is thus 
accompanied by an equally abrupt change in lattice parameters. 

2). 
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Fig. 3. Field dependence of the transition temperature as obtained on 
heating (crosses) and cooling (circles). Below 60 kA/m the transition tem- 
perature was defined to coincide with the discontinuous change of the 
magnetization and above 60 kA/m with the inflexion point on the con- 
tinuous M y:< T curves. External field applied parallel to the hexagonal 
axis. (The crystal used in this experiment is not identical to the crystal of 
Fig. 2 . )  (SQUID magnetometer.) 

It was observed that the crystal setting changed slightly dur- 
ing heating and cooling cycles. Repeated thermal cycling had no 
noticeable effect on the parameter determinations, however. 

The Curie temperature of a ferromagnet is usually determined 
as the inflexion point of the M vs T curve for constant applied 
field. A more accurate method is to plot HIM vs M 2  for constant 
temperature. (M = H1’6 at T,, where 6 = 3 in the molecular 
field approximation, [17]). The isotherm that passes through 
the origin defines the Curie temperature. These methods are not 
applicable to Fe2P, since the apparent Curie temperature changes 
with field 21s is illustrated in Fig. 4. The true Curie temperature 
is derived by extrapolation to  zero applied field, where the 
curves flatten out. At 60 kA/m (750 Oe) the discontinuity as 
well as the hysteresis disappears, thus indicating a change from 
first to second order transition. When the magnetic field is 
applied perpendicular t o  the c-axis the transition temperature is 
independent of the field strength, This result shows that a very 
broad transition should be observed for a powder sample at high 
fields. This is indeed the case as is illustrated in Fig. 5 .  

4.2 Fe2JS 
The variation of the lattice parameters with the composition of 
Fe,P was determined in the study by Carlsson et al. [ 131. Room 
temperature powder diffraction data indicate a uniform contrac- 
tion of the lattice with a relative change of the volume of about 
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and the values of !Thys and Tc are 5 and 320 K, respectively.
For this sample, a large !Sm of −24.3 J kg−1 K−1 is observed
!Fig. 1"b#$. It appears that the increase in the quenching tem-
perature "Tq# simultaneously leads to an enhanced !Thys and
a lower Tc. In other words, the higher Tq employed for
MnFe"P,Ge# results in a more pronounced FOMT behavior.

Although hysteretic behavior is a characteristic for a
FOMT in MnFe"P,Ge#, it can be reduced by means of
changing the Mn/Fe ratio. Shown in Fig. 1"c# are the M-T
curves for the bulk samples of Mn2−yFeyP0.75Ge0.25
"y=0.84,0.82,0.80,0.74# with various Mn/Fe ratios. Both Tc
and !Thys decrease with increasing the Mn content. While
Tc varies from 322 to 310 and 302 K for the samples with
y=0.84, 0.82, and 0.80, the value of !Thys also varies from 5
to 3 and %0 K, respectively. The temperature dependences
of !Sm are presented in Fig. 1"d#. The maximal !Sm, for a
field change !B=0–2 T, are −17 J kg−1 K−1 "y=0.84#,
−16 J kg−1 K−1 "y=0.82#, and −12 J kg−1 K−1 "y=0.80#.
The reversible M-T curve of the sample with y=0.8 evi-
dences that the !Thys of MnFe"P,Ge# can even be eliminated,
while maintaining a large MCE near Troom. It is worth noting

that, when increasing the Mn content up to "2−y#=1.26, the
value of !Thys almost does not change "%0 K# and the MCE
magnitude is retained at about −8.2 J kg−1 K−1 in the vicin-
ity of Tc=269 K. This implies that the FOMT is weakened
and the second-order magnetic transition "SOMT# becomes
dominant at a sufficiently high Mn/Fe ratio.

The Arrott plot method is effective for obtaining infor-
mation on the phase transition type. In Fig. 2, plots obtained
in the vicinity of Tc for the bulk compounds with x=0.19 and
0.22, which were quenched from Tq=650 °C, clearly show a
negative slope with different inflection points. Such S-shaped
curves confirm the occurrence of a FOMT in these
samples.16 It is seen that the S shape is less pronounced in
the curve for the sample with x=0.25. Alternatively, the criti-
cal behavior at a FOMT can also be described in terms of the
Bean–Rodbell model.18 Mössbauer spectral analyses made
on compounds such as MnFeP1−xAsx "Ref. 19# and
Mn1.1Fe0.9P1−xGex "Ref. 17# have confirmed the first-order
character, as displayed by the values of the so-called order-
parameter ", decreases with increasing the Ge concentration.
Therefore, the magnetic transition in the sample with x
=0.25 accompanied by a small !Thys can be understood as a
weakened FOMT. However, when comparing the Arrott plot
for sample x=0.25 quenched from 650 °C with that
quenched from 1000 °C, one sees that the FOMT in Mn-

FIG. 2. "Color online# Arrott plots of Mn1.1Fe0.9P1−xGex "open symbols# "see
Fig. 1# and Mn2−yFeyP0.75Ge0.25 "filled symbols# "see Fig. 1# bulk samples
obtained from increasing field isothermal magnetizations measured in the
vicinity of their critical temperatures. In addition, the Arrott plot of the
sample x=0.25 quenched from 1000 °C "!# is presented for a comparison.

FIG. 3. "Color online# Mn2−yFeyP0.75Ge0.25 melt-spun ribbons: room-
temperature XRD patterns "a#, M-T curves measured in magnetic field B
=0.5 T "b#, magnetic entropy changes under the field changes of 0–1 T
"lower curves# and 0–2 T "upper curves# "c#.

FIG. 1. "Color online# M-T curves measured in magnetic field B=0.5 T for
bulk compounds of Mn1.1Fe0.9P1−xGex "a# and Mn2−yFeyP0.75Ge0.25 "c#. Mag-
netic entropy changes as a function of temperature under the field changes
of 0–1 T "lower curves# and 0–2 T "upper curves# calculated for
Mn1.1Fe0.9P1−xGex "b# and Mn2−yFeyP0.75Ge0.25 "d#. The sample with x
=0.25 was quenched from 650 °C "!# and 1000 °C "!# for a comparison.

102513-2 Trung et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 94, 102513 !2009"
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ferromagnetism and Fe2P 
structure are recovered

A = As, Ge, Si

Fe!P,Ge" can be enhanced by increasing the Tq. In connec-
tion with the above discussion, a similar argument can be
used for the bulk Mn2−yFeyP0.75Ge0.25 samples, which were
quenched from Tq=1100 °C. Here, the Arrott plots reveal a
weakened FOMT for the samples with y=0.84 and 0.82.
However, neither a negative slope nor an inflection point is
observed for the sample with y=0.80 and y=0.74, revealing
a SOMT behavior.

Finally, we turn our attention to the structural and mag-
netocaloric properties of the Mn2−yFeyP0.75Ge0.25 melt-spun
ribbons with nominal compositions of y=0.80, 0.78, 0.76,
and 0.70, which were quenched from 1100 °C. Refinement
of the XRD patterns displayed in Fig. 3!a" for all ribbons
shows that all reflections can be indexed on the basic of a
single phase Fe2P-type structure with no minor impurity
phase being present. A more detailed analysis of the lattice
parameters confirms that the c /a ratio increases with increas-
ing the Mn/Fe ratio, which usually results in a change in Tc.
The M-T curves for these samples are plotted in Fig. 3!b". In
a large range of working temperatures from Tc=230 K to
Tc=288 K, when varying the Mn/Fe ratio, the !Thys value is
retained to be very small !!Thys=1–2 K", or even it is
eliminated altogether for the sample with y=0.7. A maximal
!Sm of −20.3 J kg−1 K−1 is recorded for the sample with
y=0.8 for !B=0–2 T. In the sample with y=0.70, the
predominance of the SOMT gives rise to a lower !Sm equal
to −9.8 J kg−1 K−1 #Fig. 3!c"$. The variations in c /a ratio,
Tc, !Thys, −!Sm, and relative cooling power !RCP", com-
puted by the Wood and Potter method,20 for several ribbons
with different Mn/Fe ratio are summarized in Table I. The
values of adiabatic temperature change !!Tad" obtained
from pulsed-field and specific-heat measurements are in the
same order of magnitude with those of Gd, Gd5!Ge,Si"4,
La!Fe,Si"H, and MnFe!P,As".21,1,2

In conclusion, by varying the compositions and anneal-
ing conditions, a small !Thys and a large MCE were simul-
taneously obtained in the MnFe!P,Ge" compounds when the
magnetic transition is controlled to be close to the border
separating the first- and second-order transition regimes.
Modification in preparation techniques can therefore play a

very important role when searching for the ideal materials
that can be used for magnetic refrigerators operating at Troom.
In this connection it is worth to mention that we have done
experiments with a pulsed-field magnet, verifying that the
MnFe!P,Ge" alloys can be used as refrigerants working at
high thermal cycling frequencies.21 The combination of these
materials into a multimaterial active magnetic regenerator
can enlarge temperature span and produce a higher cooling
power.22 The present finding that !Thys of the MnFe!P,Ge"
compounds can be suppressed without losing the large MCE
in these low-cost materials brings practical magnetic cooling
at Troom a step closer.23

This work was financially supported by the Dutch Tech-
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Fig. 3. Resistivity p versus temperature under various pressures for FeaP. The arrows with appended numbers in the figure 
indicate the locations of the transition temperatures. The pressures at respective transition temperatures are given in the right 
hand corner of the figure. 

mined by taking into account the pressure drop 
during cooling, which was estimated from the 
observed results of the temperature dependence of 
the manganin resistance at different pressures. Practi- 
cally, the pressure value initially determined at room 
temperature decreased almost linearly with tempera- 
ture and became almost constant after freezing of the 
pressure medium. The pressure near 4.2 K was deter- 
mined by measuring the shift of the superconducting 
transition temperature of Sn with pressure. 

The ac susceptibility x was measured by means of 
a Hartshorn bridge under the magnetic field applied 
along the c-axis. The amplitude and the frequency of 
the field were 0.1 Oe an& 1 kHz, respectively. The 

electrical resistivity was measured along the c-axis 
with a standard four-probe method. Both measure- 
ments were made in a temperature range from 300 K 
down to 4.2 K. The temperature was lowered or 
raised at a rate of one degree per five to six minutes, 
and the experimental points were at intervals of one 
degree, so the results will not be plotted but drawn as 
a curve in the subsequent figures, figs. 2 and 3. The 
AuFe-Chrome1 thermocouple or Ge resistor was 

installed through a hole in the holder as indicated in 
fig. 1. For the measurements at lower temperatures, 
the whole assembly was transferred and placed in the 
thermal insultating chamber. 

3. Results 

3. I. Susceptibility measurement 

Fig. 2 shows the variation of x in arbitrary units in 
the temperature decreasing run under various pres- 
sures. In the figure, curve (a) indicates the result at 
atmospheric pressure, p = 0 kbar, and the pressure 
increases in a descending order from curve (b) to 
cruve (i). As is evident from the figure, there are well- 
defined peaks, indicating magnetic transitions, so that 
the magnetic transition temperature in the present 
work was defined as a peak temperature in the 
temperature decreasing run, as given by the solid 
curve. As described in the previous section, the pres- 
sure decreases during the temperature decreasing run, 
so that all the curves are not isobaric. Near the peaks, 

Fujiwara et al. JMMM 1980
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less than the shift of TC derived from the low-field
measurements. For x ¼ 0.55, we solely observe a shift of
the maximum MCE to higher temperatures at about the
same rate as the shift of TC. Neither the shape nor the
magnitude of the MCE is affected.
In summary, the effect of pressure up to 1.1GPa on the

magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of the two studied
compounds is distinctively different. The reduced magnetic
moment and the decrease of TC of the compound with
x ¼ 0.35 are characteristic for a weak itinerant ferro-
magnet. On the other hand, for x ¼ 0.55, the low-
temperature magnetic moment is only slightly affected by
the applied pressure of 0.67GPa and TC increases, which is
conceivable with strong itinerant ferromagnetism. The
maximum value of "DSm is almost independent of pressure
and is only shifted to higher temperature by pressure, at the
same rate as the Curie temperature. These results indicate a
strong change in the character of the itinerant ferromag-
netism with increasing As content. However, the consider-
able change in high-field susceptibility of the compound
with x ¼ 0.35, may also indicate that pressure enhances the
AF exchange interaction in this compound, inducing the
coexistence of F and AF phases. Within this interpretation,
the observed discrepancy between the pressure-induced
shift of TC and the pressure-induced shift of the
temperature of the maximum MCE could be explained
by breaking of the AF exchange by the applied field. To
clarify these discrepancies, pressure experiments on com-
pounds with other compositions are under way.
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Fe2P- like behavior

less than the shift of TC derived from the low-field
measurements. For x ¼ 0.55, we solely observe a shift of
the maximum MCE to higher temperatures at about the
same rate as the shift of TC. Neither the shape nor the
magnitude of the MCE is affected.
In summary, the effect of pressure up to 1.1GPa on the

magnetic and magnetocaloric properties of the two studied
compounds is distinctively different. The reduced magnetic
moment and the decrease of TC of the compound with
x ¼ 0.35 are characteristic for a weak itinerant ferro-
magnet. On the other hand, for x ¼ 0.55, the low-
temperature magnetic moment is only slightly affected by
the applied pressure of 0.67GPa and TC increases, which is
conceivable with strong itinerant ferromagnetism. The
maximum value of "DSm is almost independent of pressure
and is only shifted to higher temperature by pressure, at the
same rate as the Curie temperature. These results indicate a
strong change in the character of the itinerant ferromag-
netism with increasing As content. However, the consider-
able change in high-field susceptibility of the compound
with x ¼ 0.35, may also indicate that pressure enhances the
AF exchange interaction in this compound, inducing the
coexistence of F and AF phases. Within this interpretation,
the observed discrepancy between the pressure-induced
shift of TC and the pressure-induced shift of the
temperature of the maximum MCE could be explained
by breaking of the AF exchange by the applied field. To
clarify these discrepancies, pressure experiments on com-
pounds with other compositions are under way.
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respectively. At ambient pressure, TCs for MnFeðP0:54As0:46Þ
andMnFeðP1#xGexÞ with x ¼ 0:15 and 0.18 are 288, 250 and
320K, respectively.

Fig. 1 shows pressure dependence of the normalized TCH

with respect to the value at ambient pressure. With
increasing P, TCH of MnFeðP0:54As0:46Þ increases at a rate
of 8K/GPa, as similar as reported [6]. On the other hand,
TCH of MnFeðP0:82Ge0:18Þ is unchanged. For both systems,
the temperature hysteresis (DThys ¼ TCH # TCL) is order
of several Kelvin even at 1.5GPa. As a result, pressure
dependence of TC traces that of TCH.

The hysteresis of the M2T for MnFeðP0:85Ge0:15Þ,
however, increased significantly with increasing P as shown
in the inset of Fig. 2. This is not due to any non-uniformity
in pressure, but means that the pressure enhances a
hysteretic behaviour of the first-order transition. Further-
more, TCH initially decreases up to 0.5GPa above which
TCH is almost unchanged. By contrast, TCL monotonically
decreases. As a result, TC decreases with P at a rate of
15K/GPa, as is shown in Fig. 2.

The isothermal M2H measurements under pressures
revealed weak dependence of saturation moment (MS) on
pressure. MSs at ambient pressure are 4.15, 3.89 and

4:10mB=f :u: for MnFeðP0:54As0:46Þ and MnFeðP1#xGexÞ for
x ¼ 0:15 and 0.18, respectively. MS for MnFeðP0:54As0:46Þ
increases by 2.5% at 2GPa, whereas MS for
MnFeðP0:85Ge0:15Þ decreases at a rate of 1.6% per GPa.
These different dependences of MS are consistent with
those of TC. Pressure enhances the ferromagnetism in
MnFeðP0:54As0:46Þ but suppresses in MnFeðP0:85Ge0:15Þ.
Moreover, the M2H measurements in the vicinity of TC

showed that the hysteresis of the metamagnetic transition
for MnFeðP0:54As0:46Þ increases with the increase of P.
Let us consider the pressure effect on the lattice of

MnFe(P,As) and MnFe(P,Ge). At ambient pressure, the
volume change of MnFeðP0:5As0:5Þ accompanied with
FM–PM transition DV=V ¼ ðVFM # VPMÞ=VPM was re-
ported to be #0:44% [8]. The DV=V for MnFeðP0:85Ge0:15Þ
is, however, positive and small; +0.07% [4]. The signs of
DV=V are consistent with the pressure dependences of TC.
However, the volume expansion with increasing x is
inconsistent with the pressure dependence of TC for
MnFeðP1#xAsxÞ, while consistent for MnFeðP1#xGexÞ. To
explain the different behaviours and the inconsistency in
MnFeðP1#xAsxÞ, we propose that the essential parameter
determining TC is not the volume but the anisotropic
lattice distortion (c=a, the lattice parameter ratio) of the
hexagonal cell. The c-axis elongation with simultaneous
contract along the a-axis is much larger than the volume
changes at the FM–PM transitions for both the systems
[1,4–6,8]. At the PM to FM transition, c=a changes from
0.565 to 0.558 ð#1:2%Þ for MnFeðP0:5As0:5Þ [8] and 0.575
to 0.550 ð#4:3%Þ for MnFeðP0:85Ge0:15Þ [4]. If the
compressibility along the a-axis is larger than that along
the c-axis, kcoka, the decrease of c=a under pressure
should enhances the ferromagnetism. On the contrary, if
kc4ka, the increase of c=a suppresses the ferromagnetism.
Relative relation of kc=ka may change with substitution.
To derive ka and kc values, powder X-ray diffraction
experiments under pressure are undergoing.
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Fig. 1. Different dependence of TCH on pressure for MnFeðP0:54As0:46Þ
and MnFeðP1#xGexÞ for x ¼ 0:15 and 0.18.

Fig. 2. Pressure dependence of TCH, TC and TCL for MnFeðP0:85Ge0:15Þ.
The inset shows M2T curves at ambient pressure (%) and 1.2GPa (&).
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• Fe2P-based compounds present different 
behaviors under pressure

• chemical pressure is not always equivalent 
to physical pressure

• how to understand the entire picture?

Conclusions?
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